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The sexual scenes you could miss are in pink. All the others are obvious.
Important: If you did well with harvesting, you can speed time on the lower left part of the map. I don’t think you can have a good average harvest without that.

BOOK1: Discover Arrakis
Ask Duncan to follow you. He is the one who will give clue to have fun.
-When talking to Jessica about the Reverend Mother’s hotness, say “I can handle it”. It will lead to her titjob.
-Talk to the Reverend Mother to do her “test”.
-Take the ornithopter and go to the village. The smuggler will add a “sietch” to your map.
-When you will be rich, pay to see her boobs, then pussy, etc.
-In that sietch, the Fremen will accept to work with you at a point. So she shows a new sietch.
-You can now touch 10 times her red button and talk about water saving.
-In this new sietch, when the lady accept to work for you, it unlocks the sietch Ergsun.
-Talk to Harah. A vision of Jessica and Leto having sex will happen soon.
-Talk about that vision to a Bene Gesserit (Jessica or the Reverend Mother) so the story continues.
-If you did not already, you can use the communication room to call The Baron Harkonnen. He will tell you how to spy on the showers.
-You can also call the Princess Irulan. Every day, she says something different. On her third dialogue she asks for spice. Don’t give her for free!
-Stilgar waits for you at the entrance of the palace. Bring him to Leto.
-Habbanya sietch is now unlock. You can meet Chani.
-Talk to the rasta Fremen. She will ask for a spice harvester, so buy her one. Then, you can become her friend buy finding her some flowers that are outside of a random Sietch (Chani knows exactly where they are if you ask).
-Ask Chani or Harah to become your concubine and introduce her to your father.
-After a day or two, go to the palace. Survive the attack. A secret passage opens by clicking the right lamp of library. “Sadly”, your concubine has been captured.

BOOK2: Become a Fremen leader
-You will end up at sietch Tabr. Time to become a Fremen. Talk to Stilgar until he makes you choose a Fremen name.
-Sex with Khaira is possible when Stilgar is not around. Just talk.
-Talk to Jessica about the “Voice” and you’ll have new scenes with all the Fremen leaders.
-In the water tank room of a sietch, suggest Jessica to go swim.
-Now you are a accepted, become a leader buy talking to Lady Jessica until you have "I'd like to be a Fremen leader". So you will do a spiceorgy and become the messiah.
-If you go meet the smuggler, you'll see the Guild navigator waits for Stilgar. Let them meet and ask for "special equipment". So you can buy a ghola with 20t of spice.
-If you buy a ghola of Duncan or Leto, meet lady Jessica then. It will lead to a sex scene with her. The discussion will remind the ghola where the atomic bombs are. Go check the sietch he has added to your map. The ends should be possible.
-If you buy the ghola of the female soldier, you can disguise and go in the palace. In the communication
room, you can switch off the shield. The ends should be possible.

-Go in the jail, next to the throne room. Find your concubine busy.

-Now you can ask Stilgar or any Fremen leader to "fight the Harkonnens". The Fremen could refuse if you abused with the Voice. Find a way. Use violence or diplomacy.

-Since you are friend with Stilgar, you can go deeper in Tuek sietch. Find Anbarin's crysknife and give it to her.

-Go to the palace, enjoy the attack.

-Princess Irulan is on the way.

-Here are the different ends and their conditions:

| **Emperor Paul Atreides**  
| (The book’s end) | You kill the Baron Harkonnen and did not buy a ghola of Leto. |
| **Emperor Leto Atreides**  
| (Sleeps with Irulan and Jessica!) | You kill the Baron Harkonnen and bought a ghola of Leto. |
| **Peaceful Caladan**  
| (No erotic scene) | You accept the Emperor’s suggestion. |
| **As if nothing had happened**  
| (No erotic scene) | You bought a ghola of Leto. You accept the Emperor’s suggestion. |
| **Among the Fremen** | You kill the Emperor and the Baron Harkonnen. |
| **Emperor Paul Harkonnen?**  
| (Breaks taboos) | Say you will kill the Emperor and the Baron. But when the Baron suggests an alliance, accept it. |

-If at a moment, even the beginning, you did an average harvest around 5 tons/day (written on the achievements on the right) The Guild Navigator will let you come in her tank.

After the credits, more than 10 years has passed. Bonus time. Many sexual scenes are easy to get.

-There are lollipops in the jail of the palace. Talk about it with Alia.

-Since the Princess Irulan and Alia are in the palace, they sometimes take a shower. Enjoy.